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Mix and record sounds to create your own audio creations! The new language learning tool will help you start your speaking
practice. Listen to the audio recording and memorize the words and expressions - you will repeat them during your daily

workouts, so that later you can easily switch to communication! AND... Xerox DocuPen DP10 (310 g) Now "enough" for
several months! Xerox has completed production of the DocuaPen pocket printer, with which you can create color printouts on

the spot. This convenient typewriter will help you both at home and at work: felt-tip pens and pens, markers and inks for
printers and inks, as well as other consumables. In Xeroke DociaPlus 8052 (850 g) you have the opportunity to print without

printing on cards, invoices and even splitters! With a new piece of equipment, it will become your best assistant for fast
printing, copying or scanning large volumes of documents! Counting for 1-4 players - one on one card, 2 teams of 4 players - 2

on 2 cards. Colorful Christmas figurines - you can collect a collection of Christmas trees, Christmas animals, fairy-tale
characters and animals (welcome to the store). Premium do-it-yourself Hibiscus set! Simple proportions, a minimum of

ingredients, everything to create a drink. With the help of electrical tape and special nozzles, you can create a different taste
(strawberry, raspberry, banana, pepper, pineapple), as well as add brandy, cranberries, cherries, etc. to hibiscus. Kitchen scales,
Gatchina Goose - bright and refined. They are made of stainless steel and look like a bird. Scales are edible! In addition to the

traditional four main products - eggs, meat, flour and spices, chicken eggs are optionally attached: beef meat, ham, lard, etc. An
essential kitchen item. Especially for those who value their health and take care of the figure. The book "From Intestinal

Infections to AIDS". The book "Medicine and Health" is a comprehensive encyclopedic publication that discusses the causes
and main symptoms of diseases, their diagnosis and prevention, general provisions in the prevention of infectious diseases and

measures to combat them. In particular, the materials of the book relate to the treatment of adults and children. The book
reflects the main achievements of the world
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